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1 Introduction
1.1

Scope of this document

National Parks were designated under the twin purposes of conservation and public
enjoyment set out in the 1949 National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act. The North
York Moors (NYM) was designated as a National Park in 1952. The Park is administered by
the North York Moors National Park Authority (NYMNPA), a Special Statutory Authority
funded by central government to:
•

Conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage; and

•

Promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities of
National Parks by the public

If there is a conflict between these two purposes, conservation takes priority. In carrying out
these aims, the National Park Authority (NPA) is also required to seek to foster the economic
and social wellbeing of local communities within the National Park.
This document presents the first Recreation and Access Strategy for the North York Moors
National Park and addresses both topic areas – conservation and public enjoyment - in an
integrated way. The purpose of this strategy is to help the Park Authority identify how it can,
over the next ten years, best deliver its recreation and access objectives whilst achieving the
appropriate balance between its overarching aims, i.e. to conserve the landscape, culture
and wildlife of the National Park whilst providing opportunities for people to enjoy and
understand this special place.
This strategy sits beneath the relevant policies contained in the National Park Management
Plan and all of its objectives and actions must be seen in this light.
For the purposes of this strategy, access and recreation are defined as those leisure
activities which can or do take place in the open spaces of the North York Moors and that
make use of the special qualities of the National Park. Some (but not all) of the activities that
fall within the scope of the brief are walking, riding, cycling, climbing, off-road motorised
access, fishing, gliding (fixed and non-fixed wing), picnicking, orienteering, birdwatching and
watersports.
Some outdoor recreation activities are generally incompatible with National Park purposes,
policies and special qualities, and such activities have not been subject to consideration in
this strategy except where they are already taking place and require management.

1.2

Background to the strategy and action plan recommendations

This document represents the first formal written output of a consultancy exercise
commissioned by the North York Moors National Park Authority. A copy of the study brief is
presented in Appendix One. The strategic vision, objectives and recommendations for action
presented in this document are based on the outcomes of a consultative process that has
included:
•

Two internal consultant team workshops

•

Two workshops with Park Authority Board Members, Officers and representatives of
partner agencies held on 28th February and 31st March 2008
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•

A desk research exercise reviewing relevant policies and strategies (Appendix Two)

•

A review of population data and market research (see Appendix Three)

•

A programme of consultations with representatives of a wide range of stakeholder groups
(see Appendices Four, Five and Six)

•

An assessment of best practice in managing and providing for countryside recreation and
access (Appendix Seven)

1.3

Document structure

This document is structured as follows:
•

Section 2 sets out where we are now in relation to access and recreation in the North
York Moors. It maps existing provision for recreation and access across the Park and
indicates the volume and distribution of recreational activity across the Park

•

Section 3 sets out the wide range of influences that have shaped this strategy. It
discusses the broad strategic framework within which this strategy sits and draws
together the views of users and non-users of the National Park, together with those of
other key stakeholders and partners. It draws out the main themes arising from this
analysis

•

Section 4 sets out a vision and objectives for recreation and access within the National
Park, arising from the workshops

•

Section 5 presents a proposed approach to zoning investment and management
activities across the Park so that recreation and access provision is undertaken with
maximum consideration of the need to protect the special qualities of the Park – a
sustainable approach to managing recreation and access across the North York Moors

•

Section 6 summarises the key findings of the strategy development process and
identifies priorities for action

•

Section 7 sets out actions aimed at addressing these priorities

A separate document contains supporting Appendices.
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2 Current provision and participation
2.1

The North York Moors National Park – an introduction

The landscape of the North York Moors National Park comprises diverse landscapes of
heather moorland, coniferous forest, towering sea cliffs, beaches and agricultural dales, with
added interest provided by the wide variety of wildlife, historic buildings, archaeological sites
and ancient woodlands found across the Park. The importance of the natural environment of
the Park is recognised by the fact that around a third is designated as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest and much of this is also designated at international level as Special Areas
of Conservation and as a Special Protection Area. The coast has been designated as
Heritage Coast and part of the coastline is also defined as Sensitive Marine Area. There
are 1,400 miles of public rights of way (PRoW) used by residents and visitors alike for
walking, riding and cycling, as well as huge tracts of open access land that give access to the
more remote and wild parts of the moors.
The Park contains a wide variety of visitor attractions appealing to a broad range of interests,
such as the Forestry Commission’s Dalby Forest, Yorkshire Gliding Club, Rievaulx Abbey
and the North Yorkshire Moors Railway. Visitors to the Park can currently find out more
about what to see and do in the Park at The Moors Centre in Danby, the Sutton Bank
National Park Centre, as well as at visitor centres, Tourist Information Centres and Visitor
Information Points run by other organisations such as the Forestry Commission and the
National Trust.
Some nine million visitor days are spent per year by those visiting the Park. Visitors are
motivated to visit for a variety of recreational pursuits including walking, enjoying the scenery,
eating out, visiting cultural and natural heritage sites and participating in a wide range of
other outdoor activities from pony trekking and mountain bike riding to sailing and fishing.
Below we examine in a little more detail patterns of provision and participation.

2.2

Current provision for recreation and access in the NYM

The following section provides a summary of the asset review carried out to inform this
strategic planning exercise. Rather than providing an exhaustive list of facilities under a
range of category headings, the information is presented in a number of maps that address
different topics (Figures 1 to 7). The key points arising from each mapping exercise are
presented below.
The North York Moors are relatively well-resourced in terms of most types of access and
recreation provision, with a widespread network of public rights of way (PRoW) and open
access land as well as a number of long distance trails including the Cleveland Way, Coast
to Coast Path and the Moor to Sea Cycle Route. The Park contains a number of easy access
routes developed by the Park Authority and partners to increase accessibility for people with
particular access needs. There are several Byways Open to All Traffic (BOATs) that provide
opportunities for drivers of off-road vehicles to access the countryside.
Figure 1 provides a visual indication of the key access infrastructure with the exception of
PRoW, which are too numerous to map at this scale. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of
Open Access Land across the Park. As will be indicated later, whilst there appears to be
considerable provision for access in absolute terms, there remain gaps in the PRoW network
and also shortfalls in provision for particular sports and activities.
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In terms of access to and through the Park, there is relatively good road access from the
main trunk road network as well as rail links through the northern part of the Park, to the
south eastern fringes around Scarborough and from Pickering to Whitby via the North
Yorkshire Moors Railway. Bus routes link the Park with the communities of Teesside and
West Yorkshire and there are a number of drying harbours providing moorings along the
Park’s coastline (Figure 3). Some of these services, notably Moorsbus and North Yorkshire
Moors Railway, operate seasonally.
Figure 4 indicates the location of key information and interpretive facilities including National
Park Information Centres, Tourist Information Centres, Interpretation Centres, Visitor
Information Points and interpretive trails. What is evident is the predominance of such built
provision on the periphery of the Park, particularly in the south-western corner between
Sutton Bank and Helmsley, and on the coast south of Whitby, although the information points
and interpretive trails are well-distributed across the whole area. From the information
gathered to date it appears that on-site interpretation of the moorland landscape, which is the
iconic feature of the Park, is very limited compared to other factors. This is the result of a
deliberate policy of not developing the wilder moorland areas and it should be noted that
interpretation of the moorland is a key feature of the Moors National Park Centre at Danby.
Whilst information and interpretation provision is of great importance to those wishing to
access the National Park, any actions associated with this area of work will be contained in
an interpretation strategy, currently in development.
In terms of ‘point’ provision for specific outdoor recreation activities, a wide range of activities
are provided for in at least one location. However, the majority of provision is on the fringes
of the Park, particularly around Dalby Forest (which is emerging as a very popular
destination for cyclists in particular) and Newtondale and on the coast to the south of Whitby.
The information presented in Figure 5 illustrates the dispersal of point-based provision
around the Park although it cannot, in itself, reveal the spread of provision in terms of
catering for different levels of participation (e.g. from novice through to expert). A key point to
note is the absence of provision on the heather moorland for most organised activities,
although the presence of a number of outdoor centres on the edges of the moorland
suggests that these areas will be used for a range of recreational purposes. A further
observation is that provision for watersports and water recreation is very limited, even on the
coast.
Turning to tourist accommodation, the majority of such provision is in the east and south of
the Park, as well as on its southern fringes. Figure 6 maps provision for non-serviced
accommodation, and indicates the lack of campsites within the core of the Park and very
limited bunk barn accommodation, both types of accommodation that are popular with
younger visitors and with those taking part in outdoor sports.
Serviced accommodation such as hotels, B&Bs and guest houses are located throughout the
Park. Particular concentrations of pubs and hotels are found along the coast, on the southern
fringe of the Park and in Eskdale and Newtondale (Figure 7).
In summary, much of the provision for specific activities is located in the southern and
eastern parts of the Park, with the south-western corner around the Hambleton Hills a further
focal point for provision. Provision for walking and riding is catered for by an extensive public
rights of way network throughout the National Park although with some gaps. Access to,
through and around the Park is relatively easy by road but less so by public transport, and
particularly by rail.
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2.3

Patterns of participation and engagement

2.3.1

Volume of activity across the Park

The North York Moors National Park receives on average around 9 million visitor days per
annum. This level of activity has varied relatively little over the last decade, apart from a
notable fall to fewer than 7 million days in 2001 when large parts of the Park were
inaccessible for much of the year because of the Foot and Mouth crisis.
Roughly two-thirds of visitor days are due to day visitors, with the remaining third spent by
tourists staying in the Park.
The main day visitor catchment areas for the Park are North Yorkshire and Redcar &
Cleveland, which each account for around one-third of all day visitors. In terms of staying
visitors, Yorkshire & Humberside accounts for around one-quarter of tourists and London and
the South East for a further 18%, with the East Midlands and North West accounting for 14%
and 13% of tourists respectively.
Appendix Three presents a more detailed market review, the findings of which have been
used throughout the strategy formulation process. However, below we address a number of
key issues of direct relevance to the strategic planning process including the spatial
distribution of users across the Park area, usage of the Public Rights of Way network and
engagement by key target groups.
2.3.2

Spatial distribution of users across the National Park

Of the nine million or so visits to the Park every year, a high proportion is made to the towns
and villages within the Park (Figure 8). Analysis prepared by the Park Authority in 2003
suggests that three settlements in particular – Goathland, Helmsley and Robin Hood’s Bay –
accommodate 25% of all visits to the Park between them, or 2.3 million visits per annum.
Of note is the fact that Goathland lies in the heart of the park’s moorland landscape, Robin
Hood’s Bay is on the coast and Helmsley is on the fringes of the Park, between moorland
and lower agricultural ground. Thus each of these three honeypot locations offers access to
a different aspect of the Park’s landscape, and thus different opportunities to engage with its
special qualities (although it must be noted that visitors to Goathland are predominantly
associated with the presence of the steam railway and with the “Heartbeat” factor). Other
settlements and locations that receive more than 200,000 visits each year are:
•

Cod Beck/ Sheepwash

•

Hutton-le-Hole

•

Lealholm

•

Osmotherley

•

Runswick Bay

•

Saltergate

•

Sutton Bank Visitor Centre

A separate mapping exercise, carried out in partnership with this study and looking at all
parts of the Park, identified a number of key honeypot sites across the whole area. These are
illustrated in Figure 9 which confirms the popularity of the central valley of Newtondale and
its immediate hinterland, which contains five honeypot locations:
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•

Dalby Forest

•

Goathland

•

Hole of Horcum

•

North Yorkshire Moors Railway

•

Thornton-le-Dale

Other key honeypot sites tend to be located on the fringes of the Park with the exception of
Farndale (which is very much a seasonal destination) and Hob Hole, at the head of Eskdale.
The value of this spatial analysis is that it indicates where much of the visitor activity is taking
place within the Park. When taken into consideration with information on the source of visitor
activity (see Section 2.3.1 and Appendix Three) it raises the immediate challenge that much
of the activity takes place in the south and east of the Park, whilst many of the users are
travelling from Teesside in the north and thus through the Park to their favoured destinations.
This brings with it implications for future marketing and visitor management activities
undertaken by the Park Authority and its partners.
2.3.3

Use of the Public Rights of Way (PRoW) network

A survey of 1,400 people across North Yorkshire1 carried out to advise preparation of the
County’s Rights of Way Improvement Plan (RoWIP) found that 80% of respondents used
North Yorkshire’s rights of way network. In terms of spatial variations in usage:
•

84% of Ryedale residents reported using the network

•

81% of people living in Hambleton use public rights of way

•

Only 67% of Scarborough residents use rights of way

More than 80% of users say that they use PRoW to “improve health and wellbeing”, and 29%
say that this is the primary reason for using PRoW.
The main barriers to greater engagement with the network were reported to be:
•

Not many rights of way available in their area

•

Infrequent access to public transport

Although there are more than 1,400 km of PRoW within the National Park, it is evident that
the current network does not entirely meet the needs of existing and potential users.
To identify opportunities for increasing use of the Rights of Way network in North Yorkshire in
general, and in the North York Moors National Park in particular, residents from across the
County were contacted as part of the primary research for the Rights of Way Improvement
Plan and were asked to rank 18 possible areas for investment2. The findings are presented
in Figure 10, opposite. The most important priority for action is ranked 18 on the chart; the
factor considered least important is ranked 1.

1

North Yorkshire County Council, Business and Environmental Services Directorate (2006) “People,
Paths and Places” Rights of Way Improvement Plan for North Yorkshire. Technical Summary.
Consultation Results
2
North Yorkshire County Council, Business and Environmental Services Directorate (2006) “People,
Paths and Places” Rights of Way Improvement Plan for North Yorkshire. Technical Summary.
Consultation Results
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In general, there is little difference between responses across North Yorkshire as a whole,
and from people living within the National Park in particular. Of particular importance are the
need to create more circular routes through attractive landscapes and to provide routes that
avoid roads wherever possible.
The importance of linking communities and avoiding farmyards is also significant as this is an
issue that can be tackled by Parish Councils under the 1980 Highway Act, Section 30.
Finally, there is greater pressure within the North York Moors National Park to make routes
accessible by public transport and attractive to tourists than in other parts of North Yorkshire.
With the definitive map of public rights of way likely to be “closed” in 2026, it will be important
for the Authority to take action to identify currently unrecorded rights in a way which
prioritises filling gaps and improving the network.
Figure 10: Priorities for developing the PRoW network in North Yorkshire and NYMNP
Key priority areas for PROW investment

Utilise industrial sites
Attracts investment
Open urban areas

Unique attractions

Circular routes
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Visually appealing
Avoid roads
Meet recreational demand

Link communities
NYMNP
Total NYCC

Spread demand

Avoids farmyards

Public transport links

Links together

Landmarks

Safe crossings

Attracts tourists

Heritage features

Accessible by public transport

Source: North Yorkshire County Council (2006) “People, Paths and Places” Rights of Way
Improvement Plan for North Yorkshire. Technical Summary. Consultation Results
2.3.4

Usage by Special Interest and Target Groups

2.3.4.1 Education Groups
Education groups that work with the NYMNPA Education Service are most likely to use the
Moors Centre at Danby or be involved through outreach activity3. The majority of local or
regional education groups come from the North East region, including Redcar, Guisborough
and Middlesbrough. Whilst a reflection of the relatively high level of usage of the Park by

3

Source: NYMNP (2006) Education Service Levels of Activity 2005-2006
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residents of Teesside (see also Section 2.3.1), this is significant as it suggests that there
exists some potential to increase penetration into the North Yorkshire schools market.
2.3.4.2 Moorsbus Users
The Moorsbus initiative is an example of best practice in encouraging National Park users to
leave their cars at home or at certain car parks, and to travel to and around the Park by bus.
Research undertaken with Moorsbus users suggests that they tend to be from higher socioeconomic groups and also older than the average Park visitor.
2.3.4.3 Cleveland Way Users
The Cleveland Way is a long distance trail running in a loop for 110 miles around the
western, northern and eastern fringes of the Park. More than 3,000 people walk the whole
route each year, with many more walking shorter sections. Trail users tend to be middleaged and older people (55% are aged between 45 and 64).
2.3.4.4 Black and Ethnic Minority groups
Much advocacy work has been carried out in recent years to increase engagement with the
countryside by members of Black and other ethnic communities. However, members of these
communities still tend to be under-represented as users of the Park.
2.3.5

Barriers to access

As indicated in Section 2.3.3, the main barriers to greater engagement with the PRoW
network are:
•

A shortage of routes close to where people live

•

Infrequent access to public transport that can take people to where there are routes
suited to their needs

These specific barriers should also be considered in light of national research on barriers to
participation in outdoor recreation in general. Research carried out for Natural England in
2005 identified the following key obstacles to greater engagement with the countryside4:
•

Personal time pressures

•

Logistics (learning about, travelling to and getting access to resources)

•

The unreliability of facilities

•

Lack of significant appeal of the outdoors (in other words, competition from other
recreational activities)

•

Perceptions of cost – many outdoor recreation activities are seen as having high costs of
entry in terms of getting appropriate equipment, clothing etc

•

The overall image of outdoor recreation, which is not seen as trendy or acceptable to the
youth market in particular

Barriers to engagement with the countryside in general, and with the North York Moors in
particular, are explored in more detail in Appendix Three (Market Review), Appendix Four
(Summary of Consultations), Appendix Six (Report on Focus Groups and Appendix Seven
(Best Practice Study).
4

Countryside Agency (2005) Promoting outdoor recreation in the English National Parks: guide to
good practice. CA 214
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These barriers can be grouped under a number of common themes, all of which can be
addressed to a greater or lesser extent by the National Park Authority. These broad barrier
types are:
•

Physical (e.g. lack of suitable provision; poor quality facilities; accessibility issues)

•

Sensory (e.g. lack of universal adoption of accessible multi-sensory infrastructure; noisy
sports will put off people seeking tranquillity)

•

Intellectual (e.g. lack of information about what to do and where to go; lack of
understanding about what is special about the National Park)

•

Organisational (e.g. lack of resources to deliver access and recreational opportunity
within key organisations; alternative priorities for investment)

•

Social/ cultural (e.g. risk averse culture; perceived conflicts between different user
groups, countryside recreation not seen as appropriate amongst some audiences)

•

Financial (e.g. costs of travelling to and around the Park; costs associated with
participating in certain activities that require specialised equipment or clothing)

2.4

Summary

From this overview of current patterns of provision and participation, a number of points
become clear:
•

The current level of provision for recreation and access varies in terms of both extent and
reach. In other words, some parts of the Park are better provided for than others and
whilst the majority of appropriate recreational activities can be accommodated in at least
one location, in some instances there is reported to be insufficient provision to meet
demand (although it should not always be assumed that demand must be met)

•

The public rights of way network is the most important element of most recreational
activities in the National Park and there are opportunities to build upon this

•

Levels of user activity vary considerably across the Park, with certain locations such as
Goathland, Robin Hood’s Bay and Helmsley and their immediate surroundings
accommodating a relatively high proportion of all activity within the Park. The area
around Newtondale in particular functions as a key honeypot, providing a wide range of
recreational and access experiences and as a consequence experiencing high levels of
usage

•

These high levels of use in some locations, can have negative impacts in terms of
erosion to the fabric of the location and on local quality of life which outweigh the
economic benefits

These points raise a key strategic question – should future investment in facility and service
provision be targeted in existing honeypots, in order to build on success, improve
sustainability and to ensure that the wider landscape can be protected from increased levels
of use in the future, or should an alternative route be adopted that sees greater investment in
other locations to spread the load? This is always a tricky dilemma when dealing with
people’s leisure time – recreational visits are a discretionary activity that are highly valued by
the individual in question and are less susceptible to overt direction or management than
might otherwise be the case.
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Given the broad strategic objectives of the National Park Authority, one might conclude that
the alternative strategy is in fact the preferred one – encouraging a greater spread of
provision and therefore activity across the North York Moors will increase opportunities for
engagement with the Park’s special qualities and thus will be more likely to reduce the
negative impacts of high visitor pressure and deliver local economic and community benefit
in a sustainable fashion. Existing patterns of use and visitor preferences cannot however be
ignored and it is likely that the most effective course of action will be to encourage spread
where sustainable, but also seek to capitalise on the opportunities presented by the
honeypot locations, where this is sustainable.
Key recommendations of this strategy are that a range of recreation opportunities are
provided enabling spread from hubs and retaining the ‘quiet’ of the central moorland area
and that plans are prepared for the sustainable management of recreation at honeypot
areas. Proposals for zoning recreation provision and management are addressed more fully
in Section 5.
There are many barriers that prevent people from engaging more fully with the recreational
opportunities of the Park. Some of these are institutional, some are personal and some are
practical. Given that a core role of the Park Authority should be to intervene where possible
in removing these barriers, and thus encourage greater take-up of the Park’s recreational
offer, then it is important to understand where the Authority can have the greatest impact
(either on its own or in partnership) and where the onus is on the individual themselves to
overcome the barriers preventing them from making greater use of the Park as a recreational
asset.
Some of the key barriers that need to be overcome are as follows:
•

Specific gaps in provision for certain activities, and in certain parts of the Park (an
investment issue)

•

Problems in accessing countryside resources by public transport – an issue facing many
under-represented and excluded groups in particular

•

A lack of awareness of the Park’s special qualities in general, and the variable quality of
information on where to go and what to do in particular, (an issue for the Park Authority’s
forthcoming Communication Strategy)

•

Genuine and perceived conflicts over access to land and water resources between
different interest groups in some parts of the Park (a management issue)

Section 7 of this strategy document identifies a range of areas where intervention to
overcome these and other barriers is possible, so that the Authority can achieve its aspiration
that everyone can engage with and enjoy the Park and its special qualities.
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3 Key influences for the strategy
3.1

The broader strategic context

3.1.1

Introduction

It is important to understand the broader context within which the strategy has been prepared
and will be implemented. Appendix Two contains a detailed review of relevant strategies and
policies that have guided the development and implementation of this strategy. It should also
be emphasised that the National Park Management Plan provides the over-arching
framework within which all elements of this strategy must sit.
There is a wide range of legislation, policy research and strategy which should influence and
inform this strategy, the key influences include:
•

European – e.g. EC Council Directive 92/43/EEC – the Habitats Directive

•

National – e.g. Environment Act, 1995; Sharing the Future (the National Sustainable
Development Strategy)

•

Regional – e.g. Regional Spatial Strategy, Regional Economic Strategy, Regional
Sustainable Development Framework, Yorkshire Plan for Sport

•

Local – e.g. National Park Management Plan, Local Development Framework, Area
Tourism Plan

Under this heading, particular themes to consider are:
•

Climate change

•

Sustainable transport

•

Sustainability in general

•

Tourism and economic development

These issues are considered below and are followed by a general discussion on the key
drivers for change, in the sense that they will affect future demand for recreation and access
across the Park.

3.1.2 Climate change
Potential impacts of climate change on the landscape of the Park, and hence on its ability to
accommodate a range of different recreational interests, include:
•

Greater fire risks associated with hot, dry summers – particularly a risk for the heather
moorland which is already vulnerable, as evidenced on Fylingdales Moor in 2003

•

Risk of sudden inundations in narrow upland river valleys, with consequent floods and
erosion

•

Increased soil erosion, particularly on steeply sloping hillsides

•

Longer growing seasons and the need for farmers to consider new crops and farming
practices, which again will change the landscape

•

In the longer term, changes to the composition of woodlands with fewer conifers and
more deciduous woodland.
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•

Potential changes in visitor behaviour, possibly more holiday trips taken locally rather
than abroad, bringing benefits in terms of reduced carbon footprint but alo increasing
pressure on the local environment.

It is therefore important that future investment in access and recreation facilities is planned
with the likely impacts of climate change in mind and that, where possible, recreation
management and planning seeks to mitigate climate change by encouraging users to reduce
their carbon footprint.

3.1.3 Sustainable transport
There has been a steady increase in traffic within the National Park over the last 15 years or
so, with levels at least 30% higher now than they were in the early 1990s5. Research
suggests that 93% of visits to the National Park are undertaken by car.
PPG 13 (Transport) recognises two key issues of relevance to this aspect of access to and
around the National Park:
•

Cars will remain, for the foreseeable future, the only real option of travel in many rural
areas

•

Access to services by public transport, walking and cycling may be less achievable in
rural areas than in the UK’s towns and cities

Nonetheless, there is a desire to encourage greater use of public transport and sustainable
means of getting around within the National Park for a number of reasons:
•

Greater levels of activity diverted from cars to public transport reduces carbon emissions,
helping to tackle climate change (see 2.6.2)

•

The more that tourists and day visitors use local transport networks, the greater the
likelihood that they can be retained and hence used by local communities

•

Fewer cars on moorland roads in particular will lead to fewer animal fatalities, which
particularly affect hill farmers

•

There is a public health benefit if people make more journeys on foot, by bike or on
horseback

•

The impact of the private car – in terms of congestion, safety, noise and visual intrusion
is a significant threat to the special qualities of the National Park

The Park Authority has already identified a number of possible interventions designed to
tackle the issue of car-borne traffic to and within the Park:
•

Reduction in the need to travel

•

Public transport development

•

Demand management

•

Route management

5

NYMNPA (2007) Members Transport Seminar 27/6/07. Information for background purposes –
briefing note
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•

Parking management

Recommendations for tackling the sustainable transport issue reflect all of these possible
areas of Park Authority involvement and investment.

3.1.4 Sustainability
All of our actions and their impacts should be seen in the light of the needs, both current and
future, of the environment, communities and economy. Through this strategy we are aiming
to integrate recreation with protection of the environment and socio-economic wellbeing.

3.1.5 Tourism and economic development
The National Park lies within the area covered by the Yorkshire Moors & Coast Area Tourism
Partnership (ATP). Market research carried out in 2007 to advise preparation of the
Branding Strategy for the ATP area6 found that:
•

There was limited awareness of North York Moors nationally

•

Many people want to combine countryside and coast in one break but the moors area is
seen as an area to “get through” rather than a destination in its own right

•

Few non-users are aware of the considerable recreation opportunity offered by the
presence of forests within the National Park

•

There is also little understanding in any market of the full scope of the coastal product
offer

•

The most important attribute accorded to the North York Moors is “peaceful and
tranquil”, with other brand values including “natural and unspoilt” and “inspirational
and invigorating”

•

65% of respondents associated the NYM with “gentle walking”

The overall approach to marketing the whole Yorkshire Moors and Coast area is “to lead with
experiences, not geography”. In other words, marketing of the area will focus on the activities
one can undertake and the feeling that arises when engaging with the landscape and
heritage, rather than just on the assets themselves.
Given the Park Authority’s duty to foster local economic and social well-being, it is important
for this strategy to contain recommendations that reflect the opportunities that exist to
stimulate economic growth within the Park’s communities and to sustain the existing landuse activities and industries that have created the landscape that so many people come to
enjoy.

3.1.6 Drivers for change
Research carried out to advise the preparation of Natural England’s own outdoor recreation
strategy7 identified a number of key factors that are driving change in the sector:

6

Tourism UK & Yellow Railroad (March 2007) Branding Strategy: Draft Report to Yorkshire Moors &
Coast
7
Henley Centre Headlight Vision (2005) Paper 2: Demand for outdoor recreation Paper to inform
Natural England’s outdoor recreation strategy
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•

An increasing desire by people to engage with the natural world

•

The drive to physical activity and health

•

The development of an ‘experience economy’ that focuses on experience over material
goods. We are becoming an increasingly affluent society and able to engage in more
costly recreational activities than was previously the case

•

Changing lifestyles of children and young people who are becoming increasingly urban,
sedentary and technology-led

•

Society is effectively reconfiguring age (i.e. ageing population is less inclined to be
stereotyped)

•

Increased availability of information means that consumers have more choice available to
them and therefore facility and service providers need to work harder to ensure their
messages get through to the right market

•

Political and social demands to promote social inclusion are leading to a re-prioritising of
investment towards disadvantaged and excluded groups within society

•

We are becoming an increasingly risk averse society, with resulting impacts for facility
providers keen to avoid possible litigation

In other words, there are demographic, cultural and health issues to consider alongside the
political agendas already touched upon earlier in this section. Figure 11 presents, in
diagrammatic format, the relationship between the key factors of economy, health and
climate and the impact they have on determining demand for different recreational and
access experiences.
Figure 11: Key drivers of change
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Source: Henley Centre
Although the over-riding driver of demand for recreation will continue to be demographic,
climate change is becoming increasingly important. As suggested earlier in this document,
extreme weather events are already changing local demand patterns and recent years have
seen, for instance, earlier blooms of daffodils in Farndale (a seasonal honeypot within the
Park) and at the other end of the year, greater demand for caravan and camping pitches by
holidaymakers keen to stay by the coast even in the autumn. The potential impact that
climate change will have on the recreational landscape is unlikely to be felt in any major way
until much later in this century, thus the emphasis in this strategy is on identifying actions that
respond to the increasing intensity of extreme weather occurrences on the one hand and that
are designed to reduce the likely magnitude of long-term change on the other.
The demographic situation is a key one to consider at this stage, and not just in terms of the
current population within the main catchment area for the Park (see Section 2) but also the
changes that will come over the next decade and more.
It is not easy to predict in any precise terms future levels of demand for recreation and
access to the North York Moors since, as indicated above, there is a wide range of factors
that will influence participation and demand in the medium to longer term. However,
demographic factors will remain key and this is the one area where robust data is available.
Given that much of the demand for access and recreation across the Park comes from
residents of North Yorkshire (including the Unitary Authority of York), it is useful to take note
of medium and long-term population projections:
•

•

The County’s population (including York) is predicted to increase by 4% over the period
2006 – 20118. This does mask some variations at District level, however:
o

Ryedale, Scarborough and Hambleton (the authorities within which the Park is
located) will all experience a lower than average rate of growth

o

The largest growth rates will be in York and Harrogate

In the same period (2006 – 2011), the age groups with the highest overall growth will be
65+ (22% increase) and 45-54 (14% growth). Age groups with the largest decline will be
35-44 (19% fall) and 16-19 (7% fall).

Looking further ahead to 2029, the population of Yorkshire & the Humber sub-region is
predicted to grow by almost 14% from 5 million to 5.7 million9. This is more than one
percentage point higher than the national growth rate of 12.7%. Key points to note are:
•

There will be very little increase in the number of residents from ethnic groups in North
Yorkshire – most of these communities will remain established in West and South
Yorkshire10

8

Learning & Skills Council (2006) Key Facts for York & North Yorkshire
Office for National Statistics (2006) Population projected to rise in all regions of England. Press
release dated 12.10.06
10
University of Leeds, School of Geography (2006) Yorkshire & the Humber. Population Projections:
age and ethnicity.
9
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•

All three Yorkshire authorities that include part of the Park within their boundaries will see
real number falls in the population aged 19 and under, and in the age groups 30 to 59.
Most population growth in the longer term will be in the age bracket 60+

This projected growth in Yorkshire & the Humber region is much higher than that predicted
for the North East region (which is also home to many Park users), and where growth is
projected at 3.7% or an increase from 2.55 million to 2.64 million11.
However, it is not expected that the important source market of Redcar & Cleveland will see
much, if any, of this growth – projections for the period 2003 – 202112 predict a 5% fall in the
authority’s population from 139,000 to 132,000, with a 20% fall in the under 15 age group
and a 31% increase in the number of residents aged 60+.
Whilst this strategy is to cover a 10-year period (i.e. up to 2018), the above information is
provided as it confirms the importance of investing in access infrastructure more suited to
older people (even if these older people will on the whole be fitter than today’s senior
citizens).

3.2

Stakeholder and user aspirations for the strategy

3.2.1

Introduction

As part of the background research for this strategy, a wide range of stakeholder
organisations and representatives of user groups were consulted for their views on current
provision for recreation and access across the Park, and on opportunities for enhancing
access and recreation provision in the future. A detailed report on the consultations is
presented in Appendix Six, with the key points summarised below.
3.2.2

Issues arising

Key points arising from the stakeholder consultations are as follows:
•

In general, consultees feel that recreational opportunities in the NYMNP are under rather
than over-developed

•

There is a particular desire to use access to and through the landscape to enhance the
visitor experience, including archaeological and historic facets of the landscape

•

The Park Authority should emphasise consolidation and enhancement of the Park’s
existing recreational resource, without making more problems for the park management
by adding large numbers of new resources

•

The Authority will have to work with the existing honeypots, infrastructure and economy
of the National Park area - it does not have a blank canvas on which to develop new
strategies. There should be a strategic decision to use existing honeypots to improve
recreation and access across the whole area

•

The Park Authority should continue to develop partnerships with external agencies that
are able to provide conduits through which under-represented and excluded audiences
can be reached

11

Office for National Statistics (2006) Population projected to rise in all regions of England. Press
release dated 12.10.06
12
Tees Valley Joint Strategy Unit (2005) Population and Household Projections for Redcar &
Cleveland, 2003 - 2021
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•

A key requirement for this strategy is that the National Park should provide recreation
and access opportunities for everyone and anyone, from all backgrounds, and walks of
life and of all abilities. The strategy should therefore seek to deliver DEFRA's “Outdoors
for All” agenda and also ensure alignment with all relevant equality legislation

•

Emphasising the health benefits of the National Park in a climate of poor health is seen
as an important opportunity. For instance, there are opportunities to build on the Park’s
already successful outreach activities such as Walking for Health

•

Every opportunity should be taken to develop the Moorsbus service so that it continues to
anticipate and meet the needs of a wide range of target markets for whom it represents a
suitable alternative to the private car

•

In terms of future interpretation projects across the Park, visitors should be encouraged
to look for clues in the environment that enable them to assess its condition and learn
how their activities are contributing to this, thereby encouraging and empowering people
to make appropriate changes in their behaviour. In other words, Park users should be
able to become more involved in thinking about sustainability and resource management
issues. This also links with the potential to further develop the Park’s nature-based
tourism product

•

There remain many possibilities for developing farm diversification schemes linked to
outdoor recreation, particularly for some of the more accessible farms within the Park.
Such developments should, in the main, be low scale and in a low-key setting and should
be considered within the parameters of this strategy

•

Increased activity in the non-serviced tourist sector (i.e. camping and caravanning, selfcatering) could present opportunities for the growth of shopping/ eating/ drinking locally
linked to recreational activity. Cornwall, for example, is promoting local sourcing very
aggressively as part of its broad tourism product and provides an example of good
practice. The New Forest provides another example of good practice in this respect (e.g.
the New Forest Breakfast)

•

There is an opportunity to strengthen links with the major destinations of York and
Harrogate, both of which receive millions of tourist visits each year and which could
benefit from greater links with the rural tourism product of the Park

•

The Authority is working with the Area Tourism Partnership (ATP) in developing new
outdoor adventure audiences, and the opportunities offered by the RAWW strategy
(Rock, Air, Wheels, Water) prepared in 2006 for the York & North Yorkshire Sub-Regional
Partnership..

•

The existing Public Right of Way (PRoW) network is felt to be sub-standard in some
instances and getting this right should remain a priority both for this strategy and the
NPA. The strategy should echo the recommendations of the Rights of Way Improvement
Plan (RoWIP) and help make sense of the physical network that is the RoW, which can
then be better used to fulfil health/ pleasure/ recreational purposes. Particular attention
should be paid to creating short-distance, multi-user circular routes around local
communities, and to continuing the Park Authority’s programme of improvements to RoW
furniture such as gates, stiles and benches. The NPA have still not been able to
sufficiently mark/ signpost all the RoW paths and again this needs to be a priority

•

The success of the investment in recreational facilities in Dalby presents an example of
what can be achieved in forest areas – developing a multi-functional honeypot on the
back of recreational provision such as mountain-biking which was the original trigger
factor for visitors. Suggestions have been made for more investment in recreation
facilities in other forest areas of the National Park e.g. Wykeham, Broxa, Newton-onRecreation and Access Strategy for the North York Moors National Park: Final Report
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Rawcliffe, to support the development of a broader, multi-user forest recreational
environment. Private woodland could also have better access for users
•

Some consultees believed that certain recreational activities such as shooting, fishing,
canoeing and some motor sports could all benefit from additional investment in facilities
and management

•

Young people’s perceptions of the National Park tend to be focussed on landscape rather
than recreational opportunity, raising the opportunity to engage in some specific
marketing and audience development initiatives that introduce young people to those
aspects of the Park they are currently not familiar with

•

There appears to be widespread support amongst current and potential users for any
opportunity that allows them to engage in new types of outdoor recreational activity,
providing this opportunity is affordable and well-managed

3.3

Summary

The following key issues arose from the consultation, research and analysis process:
•

Facilitating engagement and understanding of the special qualities of the National Park

•

The need to ensure appropriate provision for a wide range of recreational activities, and
that provision reflects different abilities

•

Diversity and the desire to increase engagement by under-represented groups and
excluded audiences

•

Sustainable transport

•

Sustainable communities

•

High quality management of recreation and access opportunities

•

Approaches to delivery that are appropriate to the particular situation

•

Monitoring for sustainability

•

Climate change - both in terms of reducing the impact of recreation and access activities
in contributing to climate change, but also being able to respond to the challenges that
this will bring in the future

•

The impact of climate change on land management activities in the future, including
changes in crops grown and the composition of woodlands, and hence the need to
promote a sustainable approach to access provision

•

The opportunity to mitigate climate change through changing visitor behaviour and
reducing carbon footprints, including making greater use of public transport

•

The need to support local economic and community development through the
appropriate provision of access and recreation opportunities that meet the needs of
residents and visitors alike

•

The requirement for partnerships that can help the Park Authority address emerging
national policy initiatives, such as the increasing desire nationally to encourage
engagement with the countryside by under-represented and excluded groups, or the
move towards promoting the public health benefits of countryside activity. Such
partnerships should be sufficiently flexible to be able to respond to new opportunities and
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challenges as they arise. In other words, the Authority must be sufficiently resourced to
be able to act as enabler and facilitator, as well as a direct service provider
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4 A vision and strategic objectives for access and recreation
4.1

Defining the vision

A vision statement defines where an organisation wishes to be in the future. It presents an
optimistic view of the future and provides an aspirational statement of purpose.
The vision statement presented below reflects the key themes that emerged from the
literature review and consultation phase of the strategic planning process. It should be
treated as an umbrella statement that encompasses the ambitions of the National Park
Authority and its partners in respect of delivering the access and research remit of its
statutory purpose.

4.2

The vision statement

The following vision statement was agreed at the workshop held in Helmsley on 31st March
2008.

Vision Statement
The National Park Authority will encourage everyone to engage with, understand and
enjoy the special qualities of the North York Moors by providing, managing and
enabling opportunities for outdoor recreation and access in a sustainable way.

Out of this vision statement flows a range of strategic objectives drawn from the process of
consultation and analysis summarised above in Section 3 and that address the key aspects
of the access and recreation agenda.

4.3

Strategic objectives

Based on analysis of existing National Park Authority policy, the results of consultations and
review of other relevant policy and research, a set of strategic objectives have been
developed to address the key themes set out in 6.1 and guide future management of
recreation and access in the National Park.
The objectives were discussed and agreed at a workshop held on 31st March with a group of
NYMNPA Members, Officers and representatives of partner organisations. They are as
follows:
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Objective 1: Provide and promote facilities, events and opportunities within and
around the National Park so that everyone can enjoy and understand its special
qualities
Objective 2: Enable the broadest possible range of recreational provision within the
countryside and on the coast
Objective 3: Remove barriers preventing engagement with the Park and its special
qualities by under-represented groups and excluded audiences
Objective 4: Encourage and enable people to use sustainable modes of transport
when travelling around and to the Park
Objective 5: Maximise the contribution of access and recreation to local economies
and social wellbeing
Objective 6: Manage and promote positive recreational experiences in a way that
reconciles conflict between the environment, users and local communities
Objective 7: Strengthen new partnerships and develop new relationships to deliver an
integrated approach to recreation and access
Objective 8: Develop and implement a co-ordinated monitoring programme that
provides information on the impacts of recreation and access, for future use in
decision making
Objective 9: Provide, encourage and support opportunities for environmentally
sustainable recreation and introduce measures and provide advice aimed at reducing
the impact that users make to climate change.
The vision and objectives will inform the identification of priorities for action set out in
Sections 6 and 7 and will be actively pursued and implemented in a manner that is in
keeping with National Park purposes and management plan policies.
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5 Zoning the planning and delivery of access and recreation
opportunities
5.1

Introduction

This chapter sets out a proposed method of zoning planning and delivery of recreation and
access opportunities so that it reflects and respects the special qualities and unique
requirements of the different landscapes of the National Park. This is a framework within
which the actions set out in Section 6 can be delivered.
The National Park Authority published, in 2003, a Landscape Character Assessment (LCA)
for the Park that built on previous landscape studies and that identified a range of landscape
character types found within the Park13. A copy of the LCA map is presented in Appendix 4.
The 2003 report states that:
“Landscape character assessment can be applied or developed in the following ways:
•

It can form the basis for the preparation of a landscape strategy and management
guidelines

•

It can form the basis for determining the capacity of the landscape to accept certain
development or to determine the development potential of particular areas

•

It can inform development control, guide the design of and assess the suitability of
development proposals and guide appropriate landscape mitigation

•

It can form the basis for guiding woodland expansion

•

It can act as a baseline for devising and targeting agri-environment themes

•

It can guide the development of local plan policies and the preparation of the National
Park Management Plan

•

It can as a basis for public consultation or information regarding the special qualities of
the landscape of the National Park” 14

Implicit in the above is the opportunity that exists to use the LCA to advise strategic planning
for recreation and access. Given that one of the key outputs of the LCA is the ability to
demonstrate in spatial terms the special qualities of the National Park, and given that there is
an aspiration to maximise engagement with, and understanding of, these special qualities,
then it would appear logical to use the LCA as a tool for planning future investment and
management for recreation and access.
Zoning recreation provision in the countryside in general, and in protected areas in particular,
is well-established practice15. Most examples of zoning for recreation relate mainly to the
ability of different parts of the area in question to accommodate visitor pressures and reflect
factors such as accessibility, the fragility of the landscape and local ecology, and potential
conflicts with other land uses.
13

White Young Green (2003) North York Moors National Park Landscape Character Assessment
White Young Green (2003) North York Moors National Park Landscape Character Assessment,
page 7
15
see for example Sharpley, R (1993) Tourism and Leisure in the Countryside. Huntingdon: Elm
Publications, and Newsome, D; Moore, S.A. & Dowling, R.K. (2002) Natural Area Tourism Clevedon:
Channel View Publications
14
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The US Forest Service has developed a particular approach to zoning provision16 – the
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - that reflects the type of recreational experience on offer,
although as this is generally used to manage recreational activities in a single landscape type
– usually forest or heavily wooded land – it is not completely replicable in the North York
Moors.
It is proposed to use the Landscape Character Map of the North York Moors as a basis for
identifying a number of different recreational landscapes, each of which relate to one of the
special qualities of the Park and which therefore offers a particular type of recreational
experience. The proposition is that each landscape type will be suited to the needs of
different user groups or audiences, and that activities that are acceptable in some parts of
the Park are not necessarily compatible in certain landscape types.

5.2

The zones

Having reviewed the LCA report and map in the light of our assessment of existing and
potential demand for recreation and access (see Section 2 and Appendix 4), we have
identified six key recreational landscape types within the Park:
•

Open, heather moorland

•

Forest

•

Narrow moorland dales

•

The coast and immediate hinterland

•

The central valley (Eskdale)

•

Park fringes

The distribution of these areas across the park is illustrated in Figure 12, overleaf. Key issues
to note are as follows:
•

The zones as depicted are broad brush indicators of where these recreational
landscapes and experiences can be found across the Park, and should not be interpreted
as having precise boundaries that can be located on the ground

•

Whilst based on the LCA boundaries, in many cases they are composites of more than
one landscape character type

•

The recreational landscape types are not intended to replace the LCA as a planning tool,
but are used as a foundation for establishing the different types of recreational
environment on offer within the Park, and thus to advise how to attract and manage
different types of user group

In Section 5.3 we identify the proposed approach to managing access and recreation within
each of the different zones so that existing and new users alike are able to enjoy the special
qualities of the National Park.

16

see Broadhurst, R (2001) Managing Environments for Leisure and Recreation London: Routledge or
Hendee,J.C.; Stankey, G.H. and Lucas, R.C. (1990) Wilderness Management Golden, Colorado:
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Figure 12: Recreational Landscapes of the North York Moors National Park
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5.3
5.3.1

A sustainable approach to managing recreation across the National Park
Introduction

As indicated above, the recreational landscapes provided across the Park present a range of
experiences, all of which are grounded in the Park’s special qualities and in existing access
and land use patterns. In the remainder of Section 5 we present recommendations on the
most appropriate approach to managing recreation and access within each of the landscape
types.
5.3.2

Heather Moorland

From a recreational perspective the dramatic moorland valleys of Newtondale and Hole of
Horcum have been included. These are largely roadless, which, like the moors is part of
their character, despite the accessibility afforded to Newtondale by the North Yorkshire
Moors Railway. Much of the Moorland is home to internationally important vegetation and
birds, which can be very sensitive to access.
The National Park Authority and its partners need to continue to promote the special qualities
of the moorlands as a ‘wilderness landscape’ and encourage recreational activities
appropriate to that special character. This is perhaps particularly important in reaching out to
non-traditional users, so that expectations are realistic and pressure for inappropriate
infrastructure is resisted.
All facilities should be low-key and sensitive to the area, and improvement works e.g. to
highways should respect the special qualities. The only existing honeypot location is the
Hole of Horcum on the edge of the moorlands character area. The development of other
honeypots should be resisted so that the sense of tranquillity and unspoilt nature is
maintained.
The moorlands are largely open access land, providing users with the opportunity for
unrestricted access. In practice, few users seem to make the most of this opportunity,
preferring to stick to the path rather make their own way through heather, bog and across
tough terrain. Whilst this entirely in line with expressed views of users, there may be scope
to promote Open Access rights to particular types of user where it is clear that such
promotion will not cause additional disturbance or damage.
In order to encourage new groups to actively experience the moorlands, outreach work
should continue to focus on developing partnerships to facilitate guided and organised visits.
There may be scope for the moorland to accommodate more sponsored or themed events
and challenges, e.g. annual events such as the White Rose orienteering weekend and the
popular Crosses Marathon, however, some of these events will be unacceptable, others will
need to be carefully managed (in accordance with the existing protocol with Natural England)
and impacts monitored to ensure sustainability.
The continued and extended provision of sustainable transport to the moorlands should be a
priority, in order to limit the impact of vehicular traffic and to enable a wider cross-section of
society to visit. Target audiences might include young people and other under represented
groups living in surrounding conurbations and with limited access to private cars.
A respect for the special qualities of the moorland needs to be engendered and users
encouraged to act responsibly through education e.g. impacts of dogs and people leaving
paths on nesting birds and number of sheep killed by traffic. In addition to information
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provided at visitor centres, car parks and other information points around the Park,
consideration should be given to the Moorland code for visitors being distributed even more
widely via TICs, tourist accommodation providers, partners, through outreach programmes
etc. Understanding and respect for the rich natural and cultural heritage should be
encouraged, primarily through offsite interpretation e.g. downloadable themed walks etc.
Traffic management will be a key issue on through-routes, and it is suggested that the Park
Authority works with partners such as the Highways Authority to consider options for
managing and reducing the impact of private cars on particularly busy routes at times of
particular pressure such as bank holidays.
5.3.3

Narrow Moorland Dales

The narrow dales are accessible by car, and are thus less remote than large stretches of the
moorland. However, access can be slow and tortuous on minor roads. The remoteness,
limited settlement, restricted extent of public transport provision and in many areas the
limited opportunities for parking, all serve to limit user numbers.
Like the moorlands, the dales offer a wild, tranquil experience and are well provided for by a
network of tracks, footpaths and bridIeways, although they are not Open Access land.
Promotion of agreements to promote new public rights of way and permissive routes would
increase recreational opportunities.
In many ways the approach to access and recreation provision and management in the
narrow dales should be similar to that of the moorland. Facilities should be kept low-key and
sensitive to the location with limited signage or on-site interpretation. Development of the
existing network of sensitively way-marked walks, perhaps linked to off-site promotion and
interpretation, could make the area more accessible to less confident users, with information
such as timings as well as distances.
The only existing honeypot is a seasonal one in Farndale, where tens of thousands of visitors
come over a period of a month or so to see the wild daffodils. Many visitors arrive by the
Moorsbus and it is important that this facility is maintained and where possible extended.
A key focus should be to increase sustainable transport options to the dales, to enable
sustainable recreational use by a more diverse range of users, including local people.
Options such as building on the existing park and ride outside or on the periphery of the park,
linked to public transport should be explored, as well as Moorsbus links to promote rail routes
into the park e.g. at peak times.
5.3.4

Upland Park Fringe

This zone is made up mainly of the ‘Upland Fringe’ and ‘Limestone Hills’ landscape character
types, as well as parts of the Coastal Hinterland character type. Being on the fringes of the
Park, it tends to be more accessible than the moors or moorland dales, is more settled and
therefore has a higher local population and contains many of the popular honeypots which
cater for users from local settlements and conurbations outside the park, as well as park
residents themselves.
These destinations may appeal to users who are not confident in the wilder landscapes or
prefer a visit based around a picturesque village or heritage attraction. Associated facilities
should be sensitively designed and located to be in keeping with the local character, without
over development or sanitisation. Visual clutter of signage etc should be carefully sited and
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kept to a minimum. This is particularly important in the more remote locations away from the
key visitor destinations.
Visitor pressure and impacts should be monitored at key honeypot locations to ensure
sustainability. Opportunities should be taken to seek to disperse visitors from honeypot sites,
by providing a network of linking opportunities, such as circular walks and adjacent
attractions.
Opportunities should be explored to link the towns with their surroundings in order to engage
both local and visitor with the Park. This could encompass conservation and other voluntary
work, perhaps linked to free transport into the Park. There is also scope to support the local
economy and raise awareness of farming and landscapes in the Park by reinforcing links
with local food. Farmer’s Markets, food festivals and promotional schemes could all help to
inform both Park residents and visitors about food provenance, food from the local area and
how this relates to the special qualities of the Park.
The development of sustainable transport hubs and networks from the Park fringe is
particularly important and the scope for park and ride locations should be explored. There
could be opportunities for using locations such as local schools or colleges for weekend or
holiday based park and ride schemes.
5.3.5

Forest

All Forestry Commission owned areas are dedicated as Open Access land, although
provision for recreation varies greatly between them. By their nature, forests are generally
able to absorb large numbers of different types of user, without necessarily adversely
affecting their special qualities or the user experience, although some forest areas are very
sensitive environments. Controversial and intrusive sports such as off-road driving and other
motorsports, which are generally considered to be inappropriate elsewhere within the Park
may, with careful management and monitoring, be accommodated in specific parts of the
forest zone. Provision for different types of user and activities needs to be carefully planned,
with some areas and trails dedicated to particular users in order to prevent conflict.
Dalby Forest is already an excellent example of a forest environment with extensive
provision and management for a range of recreational activities. Cropton also has a range of
facilities. Opportunities should be sought, in partnership with the Forestry Commission and
private landowners, to extend recreation and access provision in other areas of forestry,
using Dalby as a best practice model.
The forest recreational zone affords the greatest opportunity to accommodate non-traditional
park users, linked to one-off events or specific sports and activities. There is scope to build
on and imaginatively extend the recreational opportunities available, ranging from plays,
concerts, poetry reading and visual arts events in the forest; to forest crafts and family
friendly activities; public art, themed or activity based trails and sporting events.
Visitors should be encouraged to disperse from key hubs and access points, through the
provision of information and opportunities for recreation for as wide a range of interests and
abilities as possible. Access for all trails should be extended and promoted in the forest
areas, linking to attractions and facilities. Consideration could be given to extending the
colour coded grading system, used in Dalby for the mountain bike trails and interpreted
walking routes, to all walking and themed trails around the Park, with information on
predicted timings as well as distances.
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Opportunities should also be taken, particularly at visitor centres, cafes, mountain bike
centres etc, to promote a sustainable code for recreation, and to inform and encourage users
to explore other area of the National Park.
Some of the forest areas are quite remote and therefore one of the key constraints in
extending recreation provision will be transport to and from the site. Wykeham Forest, for
example, is served by minor roads on the western side, with the east almost entirely
inaccessible. There may be scope for promoting some of the less accessible areas for
organised group visits, such as Duke of Edinburgh trips, challenge events, wild camping for
schools etc, using minibuses or public transport.
Promoting sustainable transport opportunities is a key challenge here. It is desirable to
promote and improve public transport links e.g. to park and ride, rather than encourage
increased car visits. A toll road system currently operates in Dalby Forest and, if other areas
become increasingly visited, consideration should be given to extending this approach in
tandem with a review of appropriate car park charges and the provision of incentives to use
public transport. Bike racks should be installed on the Moorsbus to enable it to be used by
mountain bikers and the ability to take bicycles on the North York Moors Railway should be
promoted. The scope for railway walks in Cropton Forest, accessed by the isolated
Newtondale Halt on the North York Moors Railway line, should be explored and promoted.
5.3.6

Coast and Coastal Hinterland

The coastline is one of the Park’s unique features and attracts a wide range of users, from
traditional “seaside” visitors to those seeking more energetic outdoor experiences. A
sustainable approach to the coast and its hinterland should aim to manage visitor pressure at
a number of honeypots, and encourage users to seek wider opportunities along the coast. A
coastal corridor action plan would identify, pressures, links, conflicts and sustainable ways of
managing the coast. The prospects of wider coastal access, as promoted by Natural
England, would be further justification for such work.
The coast can be promoted as a gateway to the rest of the Park, and public transport links
should be encouraged into the moors and beyond, along with enhanced cycling and walking
links.
Sustainable land management could include stewardship schemes, or similar, to provide
access to land adjacent to the coastal path. Direct footpath links between the roads and
lanes running parallel to the coast are often infrequent, necessitating longer walks for those
who may be unaccustomed to outdoor recreation. A network of linking paths would be a
positive step in opening more access to the coast, particularly between Scarborough and
High Hawsker, to the south of Whitby. The development of more potential “there and back”
type walks would encourage new users and help to reduce visitor pressure at the more
popular and well known locations.
The coastal cycle route could be extended along the old line north of Sandsend through to
Runswick Bay, and if a link could be developed, via lanes and woods, to link to Whitby.
There would be scope to promote Whitby as the hub for accessing the coast in an attractive
and sustainable way. Cycle carriage on relevant bus services may help develop the appeal.
5.3.7

Central Valley (Eskdale)

The Central Valley of Eskdale has been identified as a separate recreation zone, for a
number of reasons. Unlike the other dales, it is relatively densely settled, with larger villages
and scattered farmsteads. As well as a higher local population, it is much more accessible,
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with a network of minor roads linking the settlements, in addition to the 36 mile
Middlesbrough to Whitby railway – the Esk Valley Line - and the historic North York Moors
Railway. Despite its settlement and transport network, the Central Valley retains a
predominantly peaceful dales character on the edge of the moors and this should be
conserved, with any recreational facilities kept relatively low-key and sensitive to the location.
Honey pot sites are limited to the Goathland/Beck Hole area and to a lesser extent
Grosmont, both served by the North York Moors Railway. The National Park Visitor Centre
at Danby also attracts visitors from outside the area, as do as a network of long distance
routes including the 35 mile Esk Valley Walk (also the Cleveland Way, Newtondale Horse
Trail and the Coast to Coast Walk). Elsewhere the focus for outdoor recreation is primarily
the local resident population.
The key priorities for sustainable access and recreation management should be to promote
and enhance access into the park by train, or bus, in conjunction with circular walks and
linked visitor attractions; and to develop a network of opportunities for park residents.
Circular routes, including dog walks and themed trails, should be developed and promoted to
enable and encourage increased activity by local people – on foot, bike, or by horse – and
with an emphasis on healthy living. Increased opportunities for outdoor recreation from
village centres will also benefit visitors staying in the Central Valley or those visiting from
surrounding towns such as Whitby. Activity and adventure trails could be developed, with
the involvement of schools, youth clubs etc, in order to engage with young people and new
users. As in the fringe areas, there is also considerable scope to encourage volunteer work
and thus foster local ownership e.g. local guides and rangers, landscape and footpath
maintenance or monitoring work.
The Esk Valley Line is one of the first community railways and has been designated as a
national community rail pilot project “which will embody the key principles of the ‘sustainable
branch line’ and bring significant economic, social and environmental benefits to Whitby and
the Esk Valley- as well as providing improved travel opportunities for Tees Valley residents
who do not have access to a car for visits to the North York Moors National Park and the
East Coast.”17
The National Park Authority and partners should continue to work closely with the Esk Valley
Railway Development Company (EVRDC) so that the line is used to its potential for access
and recreation, by both local people and users from outside the Park. One of the EVRDC
objectives is to develop new markets, particularly at the Middlesbrough end, and this could
help to make outdoor recreation in the park, particularly in the Central Valley, accessible to a
more diverse range of users.
The Esk Valley Walk runs parallel to the railway line from Castleton to Whitby, providing
plenty of opportunity for linear walks between stations and the EVRDC have produced an
‘Illustrated Guide to the Esk Valley Line’ which contains information on walks. There may be
scope to further extend and promote opportunities for both linear and circular routes
accessed by train, for both walkers and cyclists. In summer the Moorsbus links with the
railway at Castleton and Danby and opportunities to further integrate local bus and
community transport services with the railway should be investigated.

17
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The opportunity for increased access to riversides and to the river itself should also be
explored, for example by promoting stewardship schemes, although private fishing rights
along the Esk, an important salmon river, may limit potential in some areas. The Central
Valley is also well wooded with significant pockets of broadleaved woodland. Much of this is
privately owned and some is ancient semi-natural woodland with very high conservation
interest, however there may be potential to work with landowners to open up areas for
sensitive recreation.

5.4

Monitoring for sustainability

5.4.1

Key sustainability issues

This strategy is based on a vision for sustainable recreation and access - that delivers social
and economic benefits, conserves the Park’s environment and heritage and minimises its
contribution to climate change. The key sustainability issues and impacts are as follows:
Social Benefits
• Growth in diversity and range of visitors, including under-represented groups, and
improved opportunities for access for all
•

Increased engagement and enjoyment of the Park’s special qualities –community pride
and local ownership, volunteer engagement

•

Health and well being for local people and visitors

Economic Benefits
• Opportunities for recreation and access to support the local economy e.g. through farm
diversification schemes, support to the tourist economy, local sourcing, job creation and
skills training (e.g., footpath and visitor facilities projects, guides), outlets for local food
etc.
Minimising Environmental and Social Impacts
• Impacts of visitors on the Park’s special qualities, e.g., erosion, biodiversity, landscape
impacts, loss of tranquillity, conflict between different types of users, and impacts on
farmers, landowners and the local community.
•

Transport impacts, (e.g., CO2, noise, local pollution and quality of life), caused by people
travelling to and around the Park

•

Impacts of staying visitors, (e.g., recycling, impacts on services and resources such as
water, food miles/ local procurement)

•

Other climate change and wider impacts – energy efficiency and use of renewable
energy in visitor facilities; sustainable sourcing of materials and use of green
specifications, (e.g., recycled materials, certified sustainable timber etc)

5.4.2

Sustainability appraisal

The sustainability issues and opportunities set out above have been considered throughout
the development of this Strategy and in particular have informed:
•

The scope and nature of the objectives set out in section 6.2

•

The proposed sustainable approach to recreation and access management for the six
recreation zones (section 7.3)

•

The actions contained in the action plan (section 8)
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Proposals to extend recreation and access in the Park need to be considered in the light of
their sustainability impacts and it is recommended that a sustainability appraisal process is
developed and applied to all projects in order to guide their planning, design and
implementation, and to ensure long term sustainability. In line with the requirements of the
Habitats Directive (Directive 92/43/EEC), projects should be implemented in a way which will
ensure that there will not be any significant effects that would harm the integrity of Natura
2000 sites.
5.4.3

Sustainability monitoring

The development of a co-ordinated monitoring programme is one of the objectives of this
Strategy in order to monitor the impacts of recreation and access in future decision making.
Actions associated with its delivery are contained in the action plan.
The monitoring programme needs to include a range of indicators – environmental, social
and economic. The indicators will need to monitor the impact of access and recreation on
the Park’s special qualities, the delivery of social and economic benefits and the success of
the National Park Authority in delivering its objectives for access and recreation. Where
possible, indicators should link to regional agendas, established best practice and
benchmarking.
The Authority already collects a wide range of data, bringing this data together to inform
planning and to assess impacts of any recreational development is essential. In some
instances it will be necessary to extend or adapt data collection. The data required includes:
•

Visitor numbers and types at key locations (e.g. pedestrian and cycle counters)

•

User feedback regarding the quality of experience (perceived tranquillity or user conflict
etc), diversity of users, distance travelled and modes of transport, visitor spend etc, (via
on site questionnaires, user group meetings)

•

Community impacts surveys, including increased recreational use and health issues
(telephone/questionnaire/ consultation meetings)

•

Records of volunteer days

•

Business surveys (questionnaire/ telephone – jobs supported, visitor spend);

•

Environmental surveys in the field at sample and/ or critical locations (biodiversity,
erosion, landscape change, heritage)

•

Car park use, traffic volumes

Before indicators are determined, it is important to establish how the data collected will be
used to influence the promotion, planning and management of access and recreation in the
Park. There needs to be a strong commitment to review and interpret the data at regular
agreed intervals and to have a plan of action to use the information to guide the work of the
National Park Authority and its partners, through business plans and other delivery
mechanisms. It may be appropriate to start with a smaller number of indicators and add to
these over time and to undertake monitoring at a sample of locations, which again can be
extended as resources allow. Initial priorities for monitoring are likely to be key visitor hubs
or areas of pressure or vulnerability.
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A recent review of the relationship between visitor impact monitoring and managing natural
heritage resources for sustainability18 recommends that there needs to be a strong link
between the monitoring of visitor impacts on the one hand, and the monitoring of levels of
visitor activity on the other since certain visitor types and activities are more likely to have a
severe impact on the ecology of protected areas.
Much research has been carried out on the types of environmental impact associated with,
for instance, walking on waterlogged ground or cycling on forest paths. It is envisaged that
these generic impacts are likely to be experienced across the National Park where such
activities take place. It will therefore be important for the National Park Authority and its
partners to draw up a risk assessment that establishes the likely nature and scale of impacts
associated with each type of activity in each type of recreational area, and then puts in place
suitable monitoring procedures to establish where actual or predicted levels of visitor activity
might create problems. Suitable mitigation measures should also be identified and the trigger
points for action established.
The use of a management tool such as the Limits of Acceptable Change19 may be
appropriate in key honeypot sites and at other pressure points to ensure that the promotion
of enhanced access and engagement with the countryside of the National Park does not
compromise the very resource that people are coming to use.

18

Hadwen, W.L; Hill, W & Pickering, C.M. (2008) Linking Visitor Impact Research to Visitor Impact
Monitoring in Protected Areas. Journal of Ecotourism vol 7 no 1 pp87-93
19
Hendee, J.C; Stankey, G.H. & Lucas, R.C. (1990) Wilderness Management. Second Edition,
Revised Golden, Colorado: North American Press.
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6 Summary and priorities for action
6.1

Summary

This Strategy document demonstrates the opportunity that a spatial zoning approach to
investment and management can play in promoting a sustainable approach to recreation and
access in the North York Moors. Building on the distinct landscape character areas found
within the Park, it has been possible to identify a suite of recreational landscapes that offer
different experiences to different user groups, and that therefore should be managed and
promoted in slightly different ways in order to maximise public benefit whilst ensuring the
legitimate interests of land managers and the host communities are not compromised.
Although the different landscapes of the North York Moors National Park offer different types
of recreational experience, there are a number of common themes that should be considered
when planning and managing access and recreation. These include environmental and
economic sustainability, delivering and/ or facilitating high quality experiences and meeting
the needs and aspirations of both existing and new audiences and markets.

6.2

Priorities for action

Analysis of current patterns of supply and activity and analysis of the strategic framework
together with the aspirations of users, non-users and partners suggests that there are
several areas which should be prioritised for investment by the National Park Authority.
These are:
•

Development and application of a zoned approach to recreation management and
provision which reconciles recreation activity with the needs of the landscape

•

Focussed investment in the Park’s key recreational facility, namely the network of public
rights of way

•

Improvement and extension of existing recreation and access infrastructure and
opportunities

•

Development and improvement of opportunities for currently under-represented groups to
enjoy the special qualities of the National Park

•

Development and promotion of more sustainable forms of transportation associated with
recreational visits

•

Management of recreation which damages the special qualities of the National Park

•

Adaptation of recreation management to a changing climate

•

Close partnership working to ensure that recreation management in the National Park
delivers on shared goals and receives support from partners

Section 7 sets out key actions associated with each of these priorities. These should in turn
be reflected in the Authority’s business planning process so that investment can be targeted
to address the priorities.
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7 Action Plan
7.1

Action plan

Priority

Action

Develop a zoned approach
to provide and manage
recreation in keeping with
the National Park’s special
qualities

Develop range of recreational opportunities at “hubs”,
providing a managed focus for activities that links in with
public transport and lower key access opportunities in
surrounding areas, in keeping with Landscape Character
Assessment.
Develop plans for the sustainable management of access
and recreation at honeypot sites, in conjunction with users
and local communities
Eliminate off-road parking in visually prominent, vulnerable
or locally important locations

Focussed investment in the
public rights of way
network

Continue current programme of management/improvement
PRoW
Provide more and better multi-user routes between and
around communities within the Park and linking to facilities
Identify and create routes into the National Park from the
North and other neighbouring urban areas
Develop and implement a strategy for completing the
Definitive Map prior to 2026, concentrating effort on
eliminating gaps and developing links

Improve and extend the
recreation and access
infrastructure and
maximise its sustainability

Investigate feasibility and implement where appropriate
development of low-cost sustainable accommodation
network associated with Cleveland Way National Trail
Seek opportunities to build on open access through
agreements and other mechanisms
Develop appropriate opportunities for adventure activity
including coast to coast mountain bike route and further
opportunities with Forestry Commission (work with
Outdoor Adventure Working Group)
Maximise opportunities to improve access along the coast
presented by the Governments new Coastal Access
proposals and extend paths and routes to the coast with
circular routes, waymarking etc
Maintain, improve and build on the existing network of
interpretive trails across the Park, making accessible its
special landscape and ecological qualities and introducing
the concept of sustainability
Continue programme of ‘greening’ National Park Authority
visitor facilities to be exemplars of sustainable
development.
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Priority

Action

Ensure that recreation
opportunities exist for
under represented groups

Continue the process of removing physical barriers on
PRoW network
Introduce scheme of accessibility grading for all promoted
Rights of Way and other routes
Review and extend the “Easy Going Moors” package
Continue to work with outdoor centres and local schools,
to provide children and young people with opportunities for
outdoor adventurous activities
Continue outreach work to promote the opportunities for
recreation and access to the National Park to
organisations representing children and young people
Continue to develop the Mosaic Partnership in order to
build a long-term and strategic engagement with BME
communities
Work to increase the number of young people and those
from different backgrounds who are volunteering their time
on conservation, access and recreation projects
Develop partnerships to facilitate guided and organised
visits to the Moorland and remoter dales
Continue to invest in training programmes for rangers and
volunteers, to enable them to assess sites in relation to
access to meet the needs of disabled people and to
introduce new and existing audiences to different forms of
countryside recreation

Tackle unsustainable
activities

Continue to work with partners to identify those areas
within the Park where motorsports can/ can’t be provided
for and managed effectively.
Assess sustainability of vehicular use of all unclassified/
unsurfaced roads and develop and implement scheme of
management or restriction of vehicular use as appropriate
Develop and promote awareness of codes of conduct for
users on how to minimise the impact of their activity,
particularly in adverse weather in vulnerable habitat areas
Continue programme of providing sustainable surfaces on
heavily eroded “honey pot” routes

Develop/ promote more
sustainable transport

Review Moorsbus network and seek opportunities to
provide a well promoted service, integrated with all other
forms of transport, recreation and parking, connected to
“recreation hubs” and which provides a service to a wider
range of users
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Priority

Action
Extend and promote opportunities for walking and cycling
linked to the Park’s rail lines and opportunities for public
transport companies to transport cycles in greater
numbers
Encourage local accommodation providers and attractions
to offer discounts to visitors arriving by public transport
Support provision of more options for cycle hire
Consider a potential for traffic-free routes, regulated for
local use only

Adapt recreation and
access management to
changing climate

Take measures to secure continued access to the coast in
light of coastal erosion e.g. moving path agreements, fixed
routes with wider margin or setting back line of cliff paths
Review infrastructure management and replacement
techniques to make it more resilient in light of climate
change (e.g. bridges more able to cope with flood
conditions)
Work with Fire Liaison Panel to assess and plan best
response to increased fire risk

Work in partnership to
promote sustainable
management and
development of recreation
and access

Work with Yorkshire Forward and the Government Office
to ensure future versions of the Regional Spatial Strategy
and Regional Economic Strategy include access to the
National Park as part of their assessment of the economic
and social benefits to the region
Jointly develop, and link more closely into, new or
emerging policies from partner organisations
Continue to deliver health related programmes and further
develop partnerships with the PCT, North Yorkshire Sport
etc to implement health-related projects
Encourage local businesses to identify practical ideas for
delivering local economic benefits through providing for
tourists and recreational users (e.g. use the Countryside
Agency Green Audit Guide)
Continue to build strong links with landowners and private
estates to secure opportunities for access and recreation
Build on links with community initiatives and local residents
to develop shared delivery of recreational assets and
opportunities

Ensure sustainability of all
access and recreation
projects and plans

Introduce sustainability assessments incorporating the
requirements of the Habitats Directive and in line with
Landscape Character Assessment. Ensure implementation
has no significant effects that would harm special qualities
or the integrity of Natura 2000 sites.
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